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EVOLUTION
OF STARS
TOI^JARD
THEMAINSEQUENCE
a. ulda5at*)

RINGKASAN
Dalan tulisan
ini dibey,ikqn suatu ulasan
merqenai euolusi bintang
menuju ke dey.et utama. Iang dimaksud dengan pez,iode euoLusi disini
ialah
periode
sejak bintang - bintang
tersebut
dibentuk, dari materi antar bintang,
hingga mencapai saat ketika
energi
bintangbintang
teysebut dibentuk dengan reaksi nukLiz,.

ABSTRACT
A reuieu on the knouLedSu of the stelLar.
euolution
touaz,d the main sequence is pz.esented, This is the pez,iod during uhich the stars
euolue from the beginning
of the'Lt forrnation
to the phase of stabiLizq.tion on the main sequenee uhere nueleay, r,eactions begin to prouide the entiz,e ene!'gA suppLU.

1.

INTRODUCTION

It is generally accepted that the star
formation
begins
in the dense interstellar
clouds.
Immediately after
the star
has been formed, the energy is derived at the expense of their
gravitational
energy. This energy is
released very rapidly,
as the star experiences hydrodynamic collapse.
In the following stages, the star contracts rather slowly, through a series
quasihydrostatic equilibrium states.
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The cloud of gas, out of which the stars
are formed, is
thought
to have low internal
pressure,
This condition makes
it undergoes gravitational
collapse
on the free - fal-l- time
scale of 10)-100 years. At the beginning, the cloud is transparent to its own radiation.
Therefore,
rapid energy escape
is
possible.
As the density rises
the gas becomes almost
opaque and the rate of radiatlon escape decreases.
In the course of tlme,
as the more energy is trapped In_
side the c1oud, the temperature increases.
This increase of
temperature
is accompanied in increase
of density and pres_
sure.
The collapse
stopped when pressure gradient
becomes
large enough to stand against the gravity.
But the central
regions
continue to be heated, due to the compression exerted
by the rnaterial
frorn the outer
reglons.
The virlal
theorem
suggests that half of the released gravitational
energy is radiated from the surface.
The other half
goes J-nto heating of
the lnterior.
The next evolution
phases, through the quasr.equilibriurn
states, proceeds very srowly.
At this state the suiface temperature may reache 3000'K, but, the central
regi.on Eempera_
ture exceeds 105oK. when the temperature in
the central
reglon
becomes high enough, the conversion
of hydrogen atoms
to heliurn i.s posslble.
This is achieved through L p.ororr_pro_
ton chain or through the CNO cyc1e. As the iates
of energy
prodrlction is high,
the contractlon, slows down, and finaliy
stops, when the star
reaches its
transition phase, from the
pre-main sequence to the mai.n sequence state.
The ti-rne needed to reach the main sequence depends on Lhe
masses of ttle stars.
For the sun, or Lhe solar_Iike stars,
the time 1s 40 rnillion years.
The contraction
time scar-e is
in the order of 100 times less that the time for the srow-contraction.
rn the following
chapters,
theory of stellar formation
will be briefly
treated in chapter 2. The theory of the early
phases of stellar evolution is presented chaptei 3.
comparir
son with observations is discussed in Chapter 4.

2.

STAR FOAUNTION

The sources of information
for this
chapter are taken
primarily
from the arricles
by Splrzer (196g, 1969), Field
(1970), McNally (L97L) and pensron (197I).
It has been shor^m
-(1968)
by Spitzer
that star formation seems to be general phenomenon in our own Galaxy and in
the spiral
arms of other
Galaxies.
Observations suggest that new stars are primarily
formed i-n clusters,
but the isolated
formation of a slngle
star from an individual interstellar
cloud cannot be excruded
fron the observati-on.
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A fundanental flrst
step in star formation is the creation of
condensation in the center of the cloud.
This occur
when a pulling mechanLsm, the gravitatlonal
force, is at work.
Then, when a large
cloud or group of clouds surpasses a certain llniting
mass, it starts to collapse gravitational-ly
under the pressure of
the surrounding materlal.
Spitzer (L969)
assunes lf
pressure equilibriuur
wtttr t, equal to 1.4 * t0-13
dynes/cmr,
then for a typlcal large EI dloud wlth a mean denslty of 20 H atons per cm3, corresponding to a temperature of
125oK, collapse
wllL
begln if
the mass exceeds 104Mo. The
nomal process of condensation produces a group of stais, either a cluster or an assoclation.
tr'or an lsolated cloud,

(rr/u)4 ---pm=1.+0,"
u
c+,,r,{r - (Mc/M)213}3
Grf
;4=

(1)

2s Pm
(2)

Galaxy,
the numerical
value would be: p = 4 x
- For our
-t').
t
10-" g/cm". B, the magnetic fieJ-d, Ls taken as 3 x 10-5
Gauss, M" is then I.2 x 104U.. These values suggests that
clouds of
the observed densiiy are more likely
to condense
into clusters of stars, rather than isolated obiects.

3.

THE EVOLUTION

The evolution toward the main sequence can be conveniently dlvided into two groups:
3.1.
3,2.

The hydrodynamic phase: where the time scal-e of evoluti-on is very short.
The quasistatic phase: where the stars
remain on
hydrostatic
equllibrium
to a very high degree of
approximation.

The second evolutionary phase has a fairly
well . estabIished
theoretical
basis.
Observationally,
there are many
more objects
that can be observed to prove or disprove the
theory of the 2nd evolutionary phase.' 0n the contrary, observatlonal material
of objects
in the protostellar
phase, is
very limited.
This makes a firm
contact
between theory
and
observati-on is difficult
to make. The rapid hydrodynamic time
scale of evolution is the major contributing
factor.
3.1.
The gravitational
coll_apse, is probably caused by a
physical mechaniqm. These physical
mechanism lead to insta-
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in the cloud. The first of which occurs when the den:
bility
c1oud, or fragment, gets high enough
sity of an interstel-lar
so that the total
energy of the system i-s negative.
Beyond
this state
internal pressure becomesless than gravitational
pu11.
The collapse then continue to proceed and the energy is
generated by compression. The so obtained energy is radiated
away through the optically
thtn cloud and is not sufficient
to
contribute something to the internal
pressure.
The collapse
begins to slow dom until the pressure gradients increase rapidly relative
to gravity.
Then the materialfall
begin to
decelerate.
As early as 1939, Bierman and CowLing (1939) have lntroduced the second instability,
which occurs at a later stage of
evolution.
This state 1s reached when T ^, 1800oK to dissociate the hydrogen molecules.
According to Bierman and Cowllng,
at the above mentioned temperature,
the adiabatic
exponent

fl = (#*J".1,
which means that
must be
energy
the
supplied
to dj-ssociate
molecules faster
than the stars can supply it.
Hayashi (1966) computes
the maximum radius
for stars
at
phase for a star.
equil-ibriurn
the onset
of hydrostatic
The
conditions
are necessary
that
in
order that a protostar
iniin
equll-ibrium
state:
tial-ly
hydrostatic
can
remain in this
1.
2.

The protostar

stabl.

(ff

,

*)
The cooling
and heating
tirne
must be longer than t,.
or te.
Here t6 and t" stand for 'rfree fa1l timett and
ttexpansion
timett respectively.

These quantities

and

must be dynamically

are:

+ = (* ncil-\
+-

( 3t't/4ro)
te = -;
-,
1f 1RT/u)

(see Cox and Giulli,

1968)

The interstellar
cloud has very l-ow gravitationaland
thernal
energies,
compared with those of the star when it
comes into
equilibriurn at radius R. The energy of this finalstate can be derived
frorn the total energy and the gravitational energy, and is B = - 0.43 GI4L/R.
Using the basic assumption which ignores the rotation and
magnetic fields of
the protostar,
and make use of the fact
that
evoluti-on may proceeds adiabatically
from the initial
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state to the state of radius R, the different
in the energies
must be accounted for the energy which is used for dissociating the hydrogen molecules and for ionLzLng the atoms of hy=
Here N is
the
+
" h.
polytropic
structure of index N, n" is the mass of hydrogen
atom, and X is the ionization-diss.ociatlon
energy. Taking tl =
1.5, and adopting X (number of Il atorns) = 0.70 and Y (number
of He atoms) = 0.28, Hayashi obtained:
drogen and

helium.

Then tr(E+-'N)

R=
Ro

51.2

M
Mo

For a star of lMu, this yield Tc tu 1.5 x 105"K. If the energy
loss during contraction
is also taken lnto account, the value
of T" rnaybe raised by a factor of 2.
_3
--9
-^_1
posseses 0 = 10
A cloud of J.LI., which inltlally
g cm
and a radl-us of 3 x 1017-crn, must go through a decrease in radius by a factor
of 10r, before it
ends into equiltbrir.ur.
Furthermore, Hayashi (1966), explain that
the total
tlme required to reach the equilibrium
is 20 years.
Afterwards, the
star evolves slow1y through a quasi hydrostatic
equilibrlurn
sEages.
Hayashi and Nakano (1965) argue that
no matter what the
initial
entropy distribution
in the star, in a time of the order of 102 years the star
have developed a convectLve
will
structure.
In l-965 Hayashi and Nakano (1965) dlscussed the
essential features of the opaque phase of the cloud.
A cent r a l r e g i o n o f t h e . p r o t o s t a r b e c o m e so p t i c a l l y
thlck when the
r.
mean density is 10-rr-10-4 g cm
It should be kept in mind
that a formatlon
of a star
from the interstellbr
medium lnvolves a change in the mean density of
IO-24 to 10' gn/crn3.
The uncertainty in the opacity
is due to opaclty contributed
by the grains.
The free-fal1
time then becomes much shorter
as compared with the photon diffuslon
This wll-1 ensue
time.
the adiabatic colJ.apse in the opaque regions.
At one stage of evoluti_on,
the infalling
layers
movlng
supersoni-ca1ly with respect
to the core result
in the for:uration of a shock front
at the boundary of the core.
The mass
in the core then increases,
and continue
to compress. This
will induce the increase of temperature whLch set the dissociation of molecular
hydrogen. The central
part of
the core
beglns a second phase of collapse and then the shock wave dies
out.
Hayashi (1970) reviews the caiculatlons
for 0.05, 1 and
20 Mo. The lnitial
condition
for.1M"
is^chosen^as an opaque
protostar with T" = 100"K and p" + 7 ; lO-9 g cm-3. The polytropic index 4 has been taken. 'Ebch mass shell is assigned to
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fa1l frour infinity.
that
correspond to free
When
a velocity
of molecular
0" has increased to 10-2 I cm-3 the dissoclation
regions comes to a phase
The central
hydrogen is completed.
of hydrostatic equilibrium.
When the shock front approaches the surface
layers, and
if it is located at optical thickness less
than 100, the diffusion time of photons behind the front becomes very short.
This will cause a "f1are up" of the^star,
which^ will- release
energy at a luminosity equal- to 10-JLu to 5 x 10JLo.
All- of this
release of energy occur in less than 1 day.
F i f t e e n y e a r s i s n e e d e d b y a 1 J -m a t e r i a l t o f i n a l l y
settle into
equilibrium.
The convective
enveLope a! thls polnt amount to
3QZ of the mass, whiJ-e Ts is equal to tOs"f.
In order
at
to obtain
a complete and detalled plcture,
the optically
thick phase of evolutlon several factors should
be included:
flow rnust be considered ln conjunction wlth
1. radiation
hydrodynamics.
2, evol-utlon in the center and at the surface may dtffer
by several order of magnltude in the tlme-scale.
3. a more complete treatment of shock vrave.

3.2. Accordlng to Chandrasekhar (1939), ln the simple
case of a spherlcal
conflguration
ln equillbrlum,
when PR = 0
2K*W=0
where K = the total klnetic
energy due to thermal- motlons of
partlcles,
potential energy.
W = gravitational
The total internal
energy U (whlch includes
vlbratlonal
and rotational
energies) , for Maxwell-Boltzmann gas, is related to K by the relation.
1

*=i(fg-l)u
Here f 3 is

defined

as

f: - 1 = *ffi
Therefore

the total

(ar constanrenrropy)

energy becomes
3f?-4

E=w-u=nulw

=-(3f3-4)u

.rs long
13 ,
an i.ncrease in temperature inplles.
f,
""
It is to be noted that in the c a s e o f f u l 1 y i o n i z e d g a s ,
.onclusion that the temDerature increase as a result of
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contraction should be urodified.
In this case, the ma5oi portion of U is
recelved from the high kinetic energy of the
electron.
Thus, a given decrease in volume may force the
electrons into such hlgh rnomentumstates
that the temperature
of the ions,
which are assumed to be ln a non-degenerate
state, must actual-ly decrease l-n order to satisfy
the energy
requirements of
the el-ectrons.
The discussion of this occurence will not be included l-n this review.
In the following,
a brief
account on the slow quaslhydrostatic
evolution, L.e.
the Kelvin contraction, w111 be
discussed.
The time scale for contraction can be derlved frorn
energy consideratlon.
enerFlrst,
conslder the gravltatlonal
8Y'
ot2
InI=_q=R-,
where q is
the object
comes

a number dependlng on the distrlbutlon
(which ls close
The total
to unity).

of mass in
energy be-

f,=-crq+
I\

3f^ - 4

--J

Here o = ;z-_;T.J\I?

Therefore

IJ

the ltuninosity,

whlch ls

the rate of energ! loss

_

clts

-

dr

=

t.

=

- a ' q G M 2 dR ( l n e r g .
dt
"""-1).
R2

This expression hol-ds true when c and q remaln constant during
the process of contraction.
The tlure required
to contract,
co reach a radlus of R is
n
cqGl'Io

t* =oqcM2_fffi
i

is

The

the average

lumlnosity

reasonable values for

'* =

of

star

the sun are

in
during
3

2 x 107 M

,*r,roJ

M
--o

9=V,

the contraction.

r, =f, rt",,

years

= 2 x 107 years.
It must be noted that
this value ls a rather rough estimate, due to the assr:rnption on the constanty of L during the
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contraction
of the sun. EvolutLonary
behavlour can onLy by a
carried out by a co'toplete solution to the equatlons of stellar
structure.
The four baslc equations for structure are:
a.

From the conditlon

of hydrostatLc

equlLlbrium

Eo=_Gtlr^
0r
,2b.

The nass ln a spherlcal- shel-l
EMr=
,t
4rr-p
T;_

c.

The first
shell,

law of

thermodynamLcs applied

to

a spherLcal

ELt.-lF

#

= 4nr2p
{-;t -

*,*t,

In this . equatl-on the heat sources such as nuclear
energy or
(due to neutrLno losses)
heat sinks
are considered unlmportant.
d.

The Heat Transport
Lr

Af

= - K : -. ' 3 r

4nr2
In the above
mening
P
g
E
K
If

=
=
=
=

the synbols

the
the
the
the

total pressure
denslty of materLal
interval
energy per unlt
heat conducttvlty.

energy is

transported by radlation,

pressesed by
is

equatlons,

have the followlng

mass

the conductlvlty

* =

ls ex-

where o is the Boltzmann constant,
#,
the opacity of the naterlal for radlation.

k

The systems of differentlal
equatlons can be solved provided that the total- mass M is known, the chemlcal composltlon
are specified,
the four boundary condltions are chosen at the
surface of a star r = R, Mr = M, p i, 0, T = T"ggr

L = 4nr2oT - -4 .
eIr
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Thls ls
to stating
that the star
radlates lnto
equlvalent
space as a black body.
method of
The detalled
calculation
w111 not be glven
here.
It has been found that general behaviour of quasistatic
evol-utionary tracks
for stars of 0.1- to 100 Mu is rather well
established.
Cox and Giul11 (1968) gives the contractLon
tlnes for stars of different masses:
M
M
-'o

100

t"orrtr. (Yt)

M
M
'^o

t"ooar. (tt)

2

x104

2

7x106

30

J

x 104

I

4x107

L2

8

x L04

0.8

Ix

9

1 . 5 x 10-

0.5

2 x 108

5

6

x 105

0.3

4 x 108

J

,<

x 106

0.1

lx

108

o

10'

It can be seen that the lower the mass the longer is the
contraction
time.
Ktrmar (1963a, b) argues that for star having mass less then 87" of the solar
mass can never become hot
enough to consLure its hydrogen.
Such stars
can never reach
the maln-sequence state
and must shrlnk directly
to the whlte
dwarf state
When the interLor temperatures reach the order of 10/oK,
further evolutionary
calculatlon
nust
include
the effects of
nuclear energy generatlons.
The maln nuclear reactlons to be
considered are the proton-proton
chain and CNOcycle, which
result
in the conversion
of H to 4He. The CNO cycle occur
primarily ln the stars
of M > 1.5 Mo, whil-e the proton-proton
reaction dominates the other end of the mass ranges (<1.5 Mo).

4.

COMPARISONWITH OBSERVATIONS

In the last few years observations
ln the lnfrared part
of the qpectrum have revealed many objects that are ln the various stages of early evol-utions.
Reddish (1970) puts forward
the evolutionary
scheme, according to masses.
Six objects have been suspected to be elther
protostars
phases of the quasistatic
or stars
in the earliest
contracOne of these is the lnfrared nebulae ln Orlon, discov;
tion.
ered by KLeinmann and Low (1967) to a luminosity of about 10)
Lo. This object appears to be a protoclusters,
slmllar
in
mass to the Orion Nebulae.
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gl-obules
I

I

Y
OH source
large mass

small mass

I

I

s

J

1n f r a r e d o b j e c t s

I

T-Tauri

I

v

J

dust enbedded

stars

flare

OB s t a r s

II

.t
WR stars

stars

I
a,

dwarf

emissio n stars

and 0H sources have been disAlso, compact HII regions
suggested
covered. While l-nfrared maps of the sky have also
an l-ntimate connection
between bright infrared stars'and comOnly observatlons in rapact HII (ionized hydrogen) regions.
condensation of gas.
dio wavelength
can detect
these small
Scraml and Metzger (see Strom and Strom, 1973) have put forinfrared
the brtght
ward an argunent which explains
that
objects are extremely young HII objects Just beginning their
or cluster of O
outward expansion frorn a newly formed O star
sEars.
of objects at the
the observations
On the contrary wlth
observations of objects of
earllest phase of their life-tlme,
phase^are much more abundant. Clusters
the quasihydrostatic
of ages in the order fb6-fO8 years have been found. on of the
objeets.
is T-Tauri
objects in
this second phase evolutlon
of T-Tauri stars have been dlscussed by Kuhi
The nature
(1970) and by Herbig (1970). The evidence which points to the
basic concLusio4 that
are found objects' in the
these stars
order of tO5-tO6 years o1d, in
the phase of quasistatic contractions
are:
i,

ii.

with reglons of gas and dust which
They are associated
for
recent star formation.
are the nost llkely sites
They are often al-so found ln cl-usters or assoclated with
O and B stars whlch have been determined to be young by
independent nuclear energy considerations.
vaThey show unusually strong enlssion llnesr irregular
riability
and mass loss all of which of suggest the predie
sence of very active chromosphere. These activitles
with age.

LZg

ltt.

lv.

Ttrey posses hlgh
Llthtrn
abundance. The presence of
eleoent ltthtun
in a star Lndlcates
the star ls a yount
o b Je c t .
The preeence of
Lnfrared radlatlon,
Ls suggestLve of an
early
phaee. The lnfrared
evolutionary
ls
radiation
caused by themal enlsslon fr-om a dlsc of clrcrmstellar
dust, a by product of star fornatlon, whlch ls supported
fal1 Ln
by centrlfugal
force.
Moreover,
T-Taurl stars
the part of
the dlagran of lrrninosity
and color throqh
whlch the contractlon phase pass.

reglons
Herb'lg (1970 a) explalns
that the circrmstellar
may ln fact be the slte ln whlch condensatl-on of eoLld partlclee take place.
The nebuLae eventually
ls dlssipated by radlatlod. pressure and particle
frorn the star, 1-eadlng
outfLow
one to expect a decrease ln the degree of infrared
excess.
The authors shoul-d llke to thank Mr. Ocld Soemantrl for
hls aeelstance and typing this manuscript,
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